The correlation between coherent driving and non-Markovian dissipation plays a vital role in optical processes. To exhibit its effect on the simulation of optical spectroscopy, we explore the correlated driving-dissipation equation (CODDE) [R. X. Xu and Y. J. Yan, J. Chem. Phys. 116, 9196 (2002)], which modifies the conventional Redfield theory with the inclusion of correlated driving-dissipation effect at the second-order system-bath coupling level. With an exciton model mimicking the FennaMatthews-Olson pigment-protein complex, we compare between the Redfield theory, CODDE, and exact hierarchical dynamics, for their results on linear absorption and coherent two-dimensional spectroscopy. We clarify that the failure of Redfield approach originates mainly from the neglect of driving-dissipation correlation, rather than its second-order nature. We further propose a dynamical inhomogeneity parameter to quantify the applicable range of CODDE. Our results indicate that CODDE is an efficient and quantifiable theory for many light-harvesting complexes of interest. To facilitate the evaluation of multi-dimensional spectroscopy, we also develop the mixed HeisenbergSchrödinger picture scheme that is valid for any dynamics implementation on nonlinear response functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Long-lived quantum coherence in photosynthetic systems probed by ultrafast two-dimensional (2D) electronic spectroscopy has attracted much attentions recently, both in experiment and theory. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Many studies suggest that quantum coherence may contribute to promoting the efficiency of excitation energy transfer processes, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] by which the captured solar energy is transferred through the antenna systems to the reaction center. The detailed understanding for such complex systems relies on a close interplay between theory and experiments, especially the simulation on 2D spectroscopic signals. [12] [13] [14] The hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) formalism [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] has been recently applied to the simulation of the 2D spectra of the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) pigment-protein complexes, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] assuming a simple electronic exciton model. 1, 26, 27 Since the HEOM theory is exact, the discrepancy between simulation and experiment would be due to the simplification of model, which neglects such as the vibration nature of the FMO molecular system. Approximate but reliable methods are called for to simulate complex systems, especially their 2D spectra, with realistic molecular models that are often too expensive for exact HEOM evaluations. The existing approximate evaluations are mainly based on second-order formulations. The most often used one is the Redfield theory. For the aforementioned FMO model system, the Redfield theory results in a largely underestimated quantum coherence time. 27 It would suggest that second-order treatments be inadequate for the case of moderate system-bath coupling strength with moderate memory. a) xujian@ust.hk. b) rxxu@ustc.edu.cn.
However, the conventional Redfield theory is an incomplete second-order theory, which neglects the correlated driving and dissipation dynamics.
In this work, we will show that the correlated drivingdissipation equation (CODDE) [28] [29] [30] would be the choice of second-order theory for the case of moderate systembath coupling strength and non-Markovianicity. In particular, CODDE would be a powerful theoretical tool in the study of photosynthetic light-harvesting systems. To address this issue, we propose a dynamical inhomogeneity parameter to the measure of the validity range of CODDE.
As complete second-order quantum master equation theories are concerned, CODDE is a variation of time-local formulation. The latter is characterized by a local timedependent dissipation superoperator R(t) and often suffers numerical stability problem, due to the underlying nonlinearity. 28, 29 The construction of CODDE involves the separation of R(t) into the field-free and field-dependent parts, R(t) ≡ R s + R sf (t). The field-free R s is the same as the conventional Redfield Markovian theory, while the field-dependent part R sf (t) is treated in a time-nonlocal (or memory) resum scheme. 28, 29 This is consistent with the fact that memory is physically clocked by the time-dependent external field action. CODDE resolves this memory effect into a set of linear equations. As a result, CODDE is numerically efficient due to both the second-order treatment and the linear construction. Note that the conventional timenonlocal quantum master equation theory also assumes a linear construction, 28, 29 but leads often to artifact resonances in the simulated spectrum. 31 We will demonstrate the intrinsic advantages of CODDE formulation through its evaluations of the FMO model systems. The resulting 2D spectrum, which is even comparable to that from HEOM, shows a significantly longer quantum coherence than the Redfield theory evaluation. This fact announces that CODDE is a theory for the case of moderate non-Markovian system-bath coupling. The linearity of CODDE further supports the mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger picture scheme for efficient evaluation of nonlinear response function. Considered in this work are both CODDE and HEOM evaluations of third-order optical response functions, in which the detection time t 3 -propagation is carried out in the Heisenberg picture, while the excitation t 1 -propagation and waiting time t 2 -propagation remain in the Schrödinger picture. Thus, the three-dimensional time-domain evolution reduces to two-dimensional plus one-dimensional dynamics. The mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger scheme resembles the doorway-window picture of third-order nonlinear response functions. 12, 32 We also employ the block-matrix dynamics of both CODDE and HEOM to further facilitate the evaluations of optical response functions.
The paper is organized as follows. We present the CODDE formalism, its deviation, and the HEOM formalism in Sec. II, Appendixes A and B, respectively, together with the underlying generalized Liouville-space algebra. In Sec. III, we discuss the mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger picture prescription of third-order optical response functions, in conjunction with the block-matrix dynamics in a general Liouville space. Numerical demonstrations are given in Sec. IV on a model FMO system at both 77 K and 298 K. Both the linear absorption and 2D electronic spectroscopy signals are simulated, with comparisons between the CODDE, Redfield approximation, and HEOM evaluations, to clarify unambiguously the importance of the driving-dissipation correlation. Proposed is also a non-Markovianian bath influence measure to quantify the CODDE validity range. Finally, we summarize the paper in Sec. V.
II. NON-MARKOVIAN QUANTUM DISSIPATIVE DYNAMICS: PERTURBATIVE VERSUS NON-PERTURBATIVE THEORIES

A. Prelude
Consider the reduced dynamics of a molecular system, driven by external fields and also subject to dissipation due to the presence of bath environment. The reduced system density operator is defined as ρ(t) ≡ Tr B ρ total (t), i.e., the trace of the total density operator over the environment bath subspace. The total Hamiltonian, H total (t) = H s + H sf (t) + h B + H SB , comprises the reduced system, system-field coupling, bath, and system-bath interaction components. Let
The fluctuating system-bath interaction, described in terms of H SB (t) = e ih B t H SB e −ih B t , has the general form of H SB (t) = − Q mFm (t), with system operators {Q m } specifying the dissipative modes. The stochastic bath operators {F m (t)} are set to be of F m (t) B = 0 and assumed to follow the Gaussian statistics in thermal equilibrium bath ensembles. For clarity, we treat explicitly the single dissipative mode case of H SB (t) = −QF (t). The Gaussian bath influence is fully characterized by the bath correlation function C(t) ≡ F (t)F (0) B . It is related to the bath spectral density J(ω) via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. 29, 33 For the constructions of both CODDE and HEOM, we expand C(t) into an exponential series, based on such as the Padé spectrum decomposition schemes. 34, 35 In this work, we focus on the Drude model of the interacting bath spectral density function
Here, λ and γ denote the reorganization energy and the dephasing rate, respectively. In contact with the optimal HEOM construction for Drude dissipation, [36] [37] [38] [39] we adopt the [N/N] Padé spectrum decomposition scheme. 35 It leads to the Drude bath correlation function the form of
The k = 0 term with γ 0 ≡ γ is the Drude pole contribution. The other N contributions are from the [N/N] Bose function poles, where {γ k > 0 } are all positive and can be readily determined. 35 For Drude dissipation the [N/N] scheme also leaves automatically a δ-function, which amounts to the white-noise residue resum. 40 It is the last term in Eq. (2) , where
, with k B being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. [36] [37] [38] While the white-noise residue resum renders a convenient accuracy control criterion for an exact HEOM evaluation, [36] [37] [38] [39] we will see soon that it plays no roles in CODDE, due to the underlying nonMarkovian treatment. Note that bath correlation function C(t) in an exponential form as Eq. (2), with complex exponents in general, dictates the CODDE and HEOM constructions; see Appendixes A and B, respectively.
B. The CODDE approach
General comments
CODDE is a second-order quantum master equation formalism. 28, 29 It differs from the conventional time-local formalism by its memory resummation treatment of the fielddressed dissipation, while the field-free dissipation superoperator R s is intact. The latter is Markovian and can be written via 28, 29 
] ω=−L s , evaluated at the field-free system Liouvillian L s and with the true or nonapproximated bath correlation function C(t). The evaluation of Q is, therefore, often made in the H s -representation that diagonalizes the field-free system Hamiltonian.
In Appendix A, we present the derivation of the CODDE formalism, 28, 29 including its integro-differential form in Eq. (A10). With the aid of the exponential expansion of bath correlation function in Eq. (2), we arrive at the differential form of CODDE,
with QÔ ≡ [Q,Ô] and
Here the reduced system ρ(t) is not just dictated by the Redfield dissipation superoperator R s , but also coupled with the auxiliary density operators (ADOs), {ρ k (t)}. Remarkably, these ADOs account for the non-Markovianicity from the correlation between driving and dissipation. 28, 29 Involved therefore are only the finite-{γ k } components of the bath correlation function. The δ-function (white-noise) residue term in Eq. (2) has no contribution to the non-Markovian ADO dynamics. Note also that ρ(t) is Hermitian, while ρ
† . In Subsection II B 2, we will extend the underlying CODDE propagator for non-Hermitian cases, as involved in the evaluation of individual Liouville-space pathway contribution to the third-order optical response function.
The non-Markovianicity to the reduced system ρ(t) dynamics [cf. Eq. (4a)] arises from the ADOs {ρ Moreover, the natural initial conditions to Eq. (4), prior to the external field action, where H sf (t 0 ) = 0 and thuŝ sf k (t 0 ) = 0, with t 0 → −∞, are the steady-state (thermal equilibrium) solutions to Eq. (4) themselves. We have therefore ρ (±) k (−∞) = 0 via Eq. (4b), followed by ρ(− ∞) = ρ eq (T) via Eq. (4a), with the thermal equilibrium reduced system density matrix being evaluated via (iL s + R s )ρ eq (T ) = 0, together with normalization. 41, 42 Non-Markovianicity (i.e., ρ 
The CODDE approach to nonlinear response theory
For efficient evaluation of various Liouville-space pathway contributions to the third-order response function, we propose the CODDE-space dynamics be implemented in a mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger interaction picture scheme. This is the main formulation development of this work and the final results will be presented in Sec. III.
To proceed, we recall the linearity of the CODDE formalism [Eq. (4)], which reads in the matrix-vector form asρ(t) = −i L(t)ρ(t), with the CODDE-space state operators being arranged in a column vector, ρ(t) = {ρ(t); ρ
k (t)}, and the CODDE dynamics generator L(t) a matrix being specified with Eq. (4). It is additive, L(t) = L s + L sf (t), with respect to its field-free and field-dressed components. The latter has the form of L sf (t) = − D in (t), where in (t) represents the classical incoming field, while D is the CODDE-space analogue of the transition dipole commutator of D (·) = [μ, (·) ] and will be specified later. Treating the field-dressed component as a perturbation, the interaction picture technique leads to δρ(t) ≡ ρ(t) − ρ eq (T ), for example, the first-order expression of
Here, G s (t) ≡ exp(−i L s t) denotes the field-free CODDEspace propagator. The initial thermal equilibrium CODDEspace state is just ρ eq (T ) ≡ {ρ eq (T ); 0, 0}, as analyzed earlier. The third-order δρ (3) (t) can be obtained similarly. It involves three D actions, associating with three sequential incoming fields, in (τ 1 ), in (τ 2 ), and in (τ 3 ), and the subsequent fieldfree propagations of G s (τ 2 − τ 1 ), G s (τ 3 −τ 2 ), and G s (t −τ 3 ), in between and after. 12, 43 The third-order nonlinear optical response function can then be formulated accordingly. In contact with the sequential pump-probe optical configuration, the above three field-free propagations are also referred to the excitation time (t 1 ≡ τ 2 − τ 1 ), waiting time (t 2 ≡ τ 3 − τ 2 ), and detection time (t 3 = t − τ 3 ) propagations, respectively. 12, 32 We shall be interested in the CODDE dynamics evaluation on various Liouville-space pathway contributions to the third-order optical response function. 12, 43 To that end, 
The resulting ρ(0) = → Dρ or ← Dρ serves as the initial doorway state for the subsequent field-free propagation, ρ(t) = G s (t)ρ(0) orρ(t) = −i L s ρ(t) that reads in the matrix-vector form as
This is just Eq. (4) but with L sf (t) = 0. The dummy sum over k as the last term in Eq. (4) is also implied here. Now, Eq. (9) propagates the CODDE-space state ρ(t) that is nonHermitian: ρ = ρ † and/or ρ
Apparently, Eq. (7) is also valid for a non-Hermitianρ. In relation to the thirdorder optical response functions to be detailed in Sec. III, one starts with the thermal equilibrium state,ρ = ρ eq (T ), and evaluates the initial doorway state ρ(0) = → Dρ or ← Dρ via Eq. (7), followed by the t 1 -propagation via Eq. (9). The resulting ρ(t 1 ) is set to be the newρ, by which ρ(t 2 = 0; t 1 )
Dρ serves as the new initial condition for the t 2 -propagation. The t 3 -propagation can be repeated in the same manner.
For the completeness of formalism and also for the later use, we identify the CODDE's Heisenberg picture A(t), corresponding to an arbitrary system dynamical variableÂ(t), as follows. Start with the expectation valuē
The last identity is the CODDE-space correspondence, where
k } = {Â; 0, 0} and
Moreover, the last identity of Eq. (10) can be recast asĀ(t) = A| G s (t)|ρ(0) . The Heisenberg picture of the CODDE dynamics is then A(t) ≡ A(0) G s (t), with A(0) = A = {Â; 0, 0}, as specified earlier. We have thereforeȦ(t)
k (t)}, associated with the same matrix i L s in Eq. (9). We immediately arrive at the CODDE-space dynamics in the Heisenberg picture 44 
A(t) = −Â(t)(iL
Here the superoperators take actions from the right side on an arbitrary operatorÔ. They can readily be iden-
In Appendix B, we present the HEOM formalism in both the Schrödinger and the Heisenberg pictures. Considered in Sec. III is the mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger interaction picture for efficient evaluation of third-order optical response functions. It is to have the Schrödinger dynamics of G s (t)ρ(0) [Eq. (9) or Eq. (B1) with field-free Liouvillian] for the t 1 -and t 2 -propagations, while implement in parallel the Heisenberg dynamics of A G s (t 3 ) [Eq. (12) or Eq. (B4)] for the t 3 -propagation.
III. EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF NONLINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
In this section we elucidate an efficient evaluation of third-order optical response function, accomplished by using the mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger scheme, together with the block-matrix dynamics implementation. The proposed method is rather general, applicable to generalized Liouvillespace dynamics, such as CODDE and HEOM considered in this work.
A. The CODDE in block-matrix dynamics
Let us start with the block-matrix dynamics implementation. It actually goes with distinct optical processes that are further separated into different Liouville-space pathway contributions and visualized with double-sided Feynman diagrams. 12 We will come back to them later; see Fig. 1 and Eq. (19) . The block-matrix dynamics emerges here in virtue of the Born-Oppenheimer principle. Consider, for example, a system of three adiabatic electronic manifolds, the initial ground |g , the excited |e , and doublyexcited |f . For a molecular aggregate of size M, the electronic levels in these three manifolds are N g = 1, N e = M, and N f = M(M − 1)/2, respectively. In general, an adiabatic system Hamiltonian assumes the form of H s = u H u |u u|, which is block-diagonal in the Hilbert space, due to the fact of H uv = H u δ uv as inferred above. The adiabatic H u here is an N u × N u matrix. The corresponding system Liouvillian is block-diagonal in the Liouville space, i.e., L s = uv L uv |uv uv| or L uv,u v = L uv δ uu δ vv . In this work, we assume that each individual system dissipative mode is also block-diagonal and can be cast in the form ofQ = uQ u |u u|. As a result, the field-free dissipative propagator is diagonal in the generalized Liouville space and reads G s (t) = uv G uv (t)|uv uv|. In the CODDE space, this amounts to not just
Note that the block-diagonalized dissipative modes allow excitation energy relaxation within a single excitonic manifold, but induce only dephasing between different manifolds.
The aforementioned electronic adiabatic basis set leads to the partial expansion of the CODDE-space state operator as ρ = {ρ; ρ
k,uv }. The field-free CODDE propagation of ρ(t) = G s (t)ρ(0) follows then the adiabatic block-matrix dynamics of ρ uv (t) = G uv (t)ρ uv (0). Its equation of motion can be deduced from Eq. (9) and reads explicitly aṡ
Similarly, for the dynamics operatorÂ in the CODDE space, we have A = uv A vu |v u|, with
Here, the Redfield tensor takes action on to the left,
The system is initially at the thermal equilibrium in ground-state manifold, i.e., ρ eq (T ) = ρ eq gg (T )|gg . Transitions between different electronic manifolds are allowed via optical transition dipolesμ uv orμ = u =vμ uv |u v|, wherê μ uu = 0 andμ uv assumes an N u × N v matrix form. The CODDE-space analogue of such transitions defined in Eq. (7) now is needed to be recast into a block-matrix form. It reads explicitly as
B. Mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger dynamics in nonlinear optical response functions
Next, we proceed to elucidate the mixed HeisenbergSchrödinger scheme implementation of third-order optical response function, starting from its generic form in the generalized Liouville space
Here, the tetradic bracket notation is adopted as Eq. (11) in the CODDE space or its counterpart in the HEOM space (cf. Appendix B), together with the corresponding initial thermal equilibrium state ρ eq (T ), field-free propagator G s (t), transition dipole operator μ and its commutator D, in the specified linear space. The subscripts k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 denote the wavevectors of three time-ordered incoming pulsed fields; each of them is associated with a transition dipole commutator D. The signal polarization field is collected along one of the four-wave-mixing phase-matched directions of k s = ±k 3 ± k 2 ± k 1 .
It is well known that for the above three-manifolds system there are eight Liouville-space pathways (α = 1, . . . , 8) and their Hermitian conjugates, contributing to the total thirdorder optical response, 12 i.e.,
Figure 1 depicts these eight pathways, together with the corresponding double-sided Feynman diagrams for the underlying optical transitions in the rotating-wave approximation.
12
These pathway contributions remain their block-matrix ex-pressions in the generalized Liouville space, e.g.,
The underlying mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger dynamics are as follows. We start with the thermal equilibrium in the ground-state manifold, which reads ρ eq gg (T ) = {ρ eq (T ); 0, 0} in the CODDE space, with ρ eq (T) = 1 when N g = 1. In the R 1 -pathway, the first (k 1 ) incoming laser pulse excites the system to the (eg)- [46] [47] [48] The underlying mixed HeisenbergSchrödinger scheme of efficient evaluations on them is also self-evident in Eq. (19) .
There are several configurations of 2D signals due to different four-wave-mixing phase-matched direction. In particular, those at k I = k 3 + k 2 − k 1 and k II = k 3 − k 2 + k 1 are called the rephasing (photon-echo) and the non-rephasing signals, respectively. In the impulsive limit, these two types of 2D spectra can be evaluated via
and related, respectively, to
The opposite sign in the phase factor argument ω 1 t 1 in Eq. (20) indicates the distinct rephasing and free-induction decay processes. In experiment, the time interval t 1 often scans from the negative to positive region, yielding the 2D signal of S k I +k II = S k I + S k II . This is in fact the pump-probe absorption configuration, involving all the six, R 1 to R 6 , pathways. In the following, we adopt this spectrum as our numerical demonstrations.
IV. NUMERICAL DEMONSTRATIONS WITH QUANTIFICATION OF THE ACCURACY
A. The FMO model and simulation setup
We will examine the effect of the driving-dissipation correlation on the coherent optical spectroscopy of FMO complex, followed by the quantification of the applicability range of the CODDE approximation. The FMO complex of the photosynthetic green sulfur bacteria Chlorobium tepidum has been regarded as one of most important prototypes for investigating the efficient photosynthetic excitation energy transfer process because of relatively small size. It consists of a trimer; however, the couplings between different monomers are rather weak, so that we can focus on the monomer case instead. We adopt a previously studied exciton model, 1, 21, 27 in which each FMO monomer is treated as an excitonic aggregate of seven bacteriochlorophyll molecules (BChls), with the following excitonic (|e -manifold) Hamiltonian (in unit 
Here, the site energies along the diagonal are the relative energies with respect to the BChl 3 electronic excitation energy of 12120 cm −1 . Involved in 2D spectrum simulation is also the doubly-excited |f -manifold, which consists of 21 states, {|jk ; k > j = 1, . . . , 7}, with H f = jk o jk |jk jk| + jk =j k J jk,j k |jk j k |, where k > j and k > j . We neglect the Coulomb interactions, so that the on-site bi-exciton energy is from the diagonal terms of Eq. (22), assuming
, while J jk,j k is from off-diagonal terms describing the inter-site couplings. 26 The ground |g -manifold consists of one level (|0 ). The on-site energy fluctuations enter via the individual dissipative modes ofQ j =B † jB j , wherê B j = |0 j | + k |k jk|. The optical transition dipole vectors inμ = j μ j (B j +B † j ) are extracted from the crystal structure of C. tepidum (PDB code: 3ENI), with { μ j } for all seven BChls being assumed to have the same magnitude but distinct directions defined in the molecular frame. Referred to the crystal structure, each BChl dipole vector is assumed to be pointing from its N B to N D atom. To account for the orientation disorder effect, we take the average results over 1000 samples. The orientation of each sample is tuned by rotating the molecular frame with respect to the laser fields of a random Euler angle. The static on-site energy disorders arising from different local environments and contributing to inhomogeneous broadening in spectroscopy are not included. As a result, individual peaks in the simulated spectra will be less congested, as the main interest here is the dynamical aspects of the correlated driving and dissipation.
The bath spectral density associated with each independent on-site excitation energy fluctuation assumes the Drude form of Eq. (1), with all the same λ = 35 cm −1 and γ −1 = 100 fs, in accord with previous studies. 1, 21, 27 We will evaluate the spectroscopic signals for the model FMO system at both T = 77 K and 298 K. Based on the established accuracy control criterion on Drude dissipation, [36] [37] [38] [39] we exploit the [1/1]-and [0/0]-PSD schemes to expand the bath correlation function in the form of Eq. (2), at these two temperatures, respectively.
For the spectroscopic simulations to be presented soon, we compare explicitly the results between CODDE, Redfield theory, HEOM-2, and HEOM-4. The latter two refer to the HEOM dynamics truncated at the tier n trun = 2 and 4 levels, respectively, with the leading fourth-and eighth-order treatments of system-bath interaction; see Appendix B. For the model system specified above at both 77 K and 298 K, the HEOM-4 evaluations are rather accurate and used, therefore, as references to assess other approaches exploited in this work. For the second-order approaches, we focus on the CODDE versus the Redfield theory evaluations. The conventional time-nonlocal quantum master equation (equivalent to HEOM-1) results in optical signals that suffer badly from spurious peaks 31 and thus will not be shown explicitly below.
B. Optical electronic spectra at 77 K Figure 2 displays the linear absorption spectra of the FMO model system at 77 K, calculated by HEOM-4, HEOM-2, CODDE, and the Redfield methods. Each simulated spectrum contains six absorption peaks, which can be identified 22 to the delocalized excitons, except the exciton 4, as it has a diminishing oscillator strength. For later use, we denote the delocalized exciton energy as m in ascending order. Referring to the accurate HEOM-4 evaluation, the Redfield method exhibits an overall peak shift towards lower energies. It is known that the absorption peak position is sensitive to the bath correlation time γ −1 , with an effective blueshift bounded by the reorganization energy λ, in the inhomogeneous (γ −1 → ∞) limit. 12 The insufficient blueshifts of the Redfield theory evaluation shown in Fig. 2 are ascribed to its Markovian nature, assuming an effective γ −1 eff ≈ 0. Remarkably, CODDE appears even better than HEOM-2 that is a certain fourth-order theory. 19 It gives an overall excellent agreement with the HEOM-4 reference, for the moderate dephasing time parameter (γ −1 = 100 fs) considered here. Figure 3 shows the absorptive 2D signals,
Eq. (20) ], at different waiting times, evaluated with the aforementioned four approaches. Here we concern about the 2D spectral shapes and the cross peak amplitude oscillations, as they reveal the pigment-protein conformations and the dynamical coherence underlying the excitation energy transfer processes, respectively. In 2D spectroscopy, the diagonal peaks (ω 1 = ω 3 ) amplitudes represent the excitonic populations, while the anti-diagonal cross peaks (ω 1 + ω 3 = const.) reflect the correlations between different excitons. Adopting the convention, the cross peak centered at (ω 1 = m , ω 3 = n ) is labeled by CPmn, while the diagonal one at (ω 1 = ω 3 = n ) by DPn.
Examine the diagonal peaks first. The HEOM-4, CODDE, and HEOM-2 results, plotted in Figs. 3(a)-3(c) , respectively, show a similar trend with the increasing t 2 : the prominent diagonal elongations (non-Markov characteristics) 5 at early waiting times, followed by the gradual change to symmetric shapes (Markov behavior). However, the Redfield theory results in Fig. 3(d) show the "star" shapes of diagonal peaks in the whole range of t 2 . The "star" shape produced as 2D Lorentzian 49 comes as no surprise in the Redfield Markovian evaluation on the underlying Drude dissipative dynamics during the time intervals of t 1 and t 3 . The above observations are also consistent with the fact that we do not include the static inhomogeneity in the excitation energy distributions. Similar to the case of linear absorption spectra, good agreements are achieved between the three non-Markovian approaches. We have thus demonstrated again, in particular, that CODDE may support a reliable evaluation on 2D spectrum of light-harvesting pigment-protein complexes, where the system-bath coupling strength and non-Markovianicity are often both moderate. 50 To examine the quantum coherent behavior in the waiting-time-resolved 2D spectra, Fig. 4 depicts the evolutions of amplitudes of eight cross peaks, which are grouped into four pairs, CP12 vs. CP21, CP13 vs. CP31, CP15 vs. CP51, and CP23 vs. CP32, as shown from the top pair panels to the bottom pair there. The depicted values are collected by integrating the absolute magnitude over the region of 50 cm −1 × 50 cm −1 , centered around the corresponding peak, without additional scaling. As a result, the y-ranges of the individual frames in Fig. 4 are (arbitrary unit): (a) [20, 70] , FIG. 4 . Amplitude oscillations of eight cross peaks extracted from the waiting-time-resolved 2D spectra evaluated at 77 K, with "CPmn" indicating the cross peak at (ω 1 = m , ω 3 = n ).
(b) [5, 20] , (c) [14, 25] , (d) [2, 10] , (e) [10, 30] , (f) [5, 15] , (g) [40, 150] , and (h) [30, 200] . While the energy gap between excitons determines the oscillation period, the coherence time of great interest is closely related to the dissipative dynamics. Clearly seen from Fig. 4 , the coherent amplitude oscillations predicted by Redfield theory can only survive within 200 fs, while those from the three nonMarvovian approaches persist for about 400 fs. To confirm the underestimation in quantum coherence by the Markovian nature of the Redfield theory, we reduce the dephasing time parameter to γ −1 = 50 fs, and the Redfield dynamics can provide about the same coherence time as the exact ones (results not shown here). The Markovian simplification of the Redfield dynamics does underestimate the quantum coherence time in photosynthetic complexes. 27 In contrast, CODDE provides the quantitatively accurate predictions on the quantum coherence time, as compared to the HEOM evaluations. CODDE is the viable second-order theory to FIG. 5 . Linear absorption spectra for the same FMO model system calculated at T = 298 K using different methods.
the optical properties of photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes, not just the linear absorption but also the 2D spectral shapes and the underlying coherent energy transfer time.
C. Optical electronic spectra at 298 K
The individual approximation deteriorates when the temperature raises to 298 K, due to the enhanced effective nonMarkovianicity that will be analyzed in Sec. IV D. Figure 5 reports the evaluated linear absorption signals via the four approaches. Apparently, all simulated spectra are broadened in comparison with their 77 K counterparts in Fig. 2 . But CODDE and HEOM-2 underestimates the broadening, whereas the Redfield theory does the opposite and fails completely to reveal any spectral information, at the room temperature. The simulated 2D spectra in Fig. 6 have the same trends of discrepancy in different methods: CODDE and HEOM-2 are over-featured, while Redfield theory evaluations are much too congested. Figure 7 reports the simulated quantum beating behaviors using different methods at T = 298 K. The coherent beatings last significantly shorter than their 77 K counterparts, with also overall smaller amplitudes. The y-ranges of individual frames in Fig. 7 are (same unit as Fig. 4 ): (a) [5, 60] , (b) [5, 25] , (c) [5, 30] , (d) [3, 13] , (e) [5, 20] , (f) [3, 13] , (g) [5, 80] , and (h) [5, 80] . In contrast to the Redfield approach that results in almost no coherence, with the cross peak amplitudes decreased monotonically, either CODDE or HEOM-2 reproduces at least qualitatively the quantum beating behaviors of experimental observations at ambient condition. 7 The quantum coherence calculated with either CODDE or HEOM-2 survives at least 200 fs, about the same (by order of magnitude) as that of the HEOM-4 evaluation, despite their 2D spectral shapes appear quite different.
D. Towards the applicability measure on CODDE
To quantify the applicability range of CODDE, let us start with the benchmark HEOM-4 results, for the underlying mechanisms as implied in the above evaluations at two temperatures. Observed from the accurate HEOM-4 calculations of 2D spectrum is a substantial diagonal elongation in Fig. 6(a) at 298 K, compared with Fig. 3(a) at 77 K. Note that we did not include static inhomogeneity in the model calculations. Therefore, the observed 2D spectral diagonal elongation is concerned about the dynamical inhomogeneity, which increases as temperature raises from 77 K to 298 K. Proposed here is the following dynamical inhomogeneity parameter
As inferred from Eq. (2), this parameter measures the nonMarkovianicity of system-bath coupling. Consequently, it may also be used to quantify the applicability range (α 1) of CODDE, assuming that the system-bath coupling strength (not specified here) is also moderate. For the present FMO system in study, we have α = 0.7 at 77 K and α = 2.6 at 298 K, respectively. It is interesting to notice that the applicability range of CODDE is at least the same as that of HEOM-2. Note also that when the temperature is not too low, the k = 0 or Drude (γ 0 = γ D ) term from Eq. (2) often dictates the maximum of the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (23), leading to the increase of α as temperature raises. However, in the low temperature regime, the maximum may go by the k = 1 term of the rhs of Eq. (23), considering, for example, the Matsubara frequency of γ 1 = 2π k B T, resulting in the opposite temperature dependent behavior of the parameter α. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that CODDE would be a viable second-order quantum dissipation theory for the study of quantum coherence in photosynthetic complexes. The advantage of CODDE is its numerical efficiency and accuracy predictability, applicable to where the system-bath coupling strength and non-Markovianicity are both moderate. This scenario is rather common in photosynthetic pigmentprotein molecular complex systems. 5, 50 Thus, it is anticipated that CODDE and its further development could be a practical tool in this field of study.
The CODDE formalism gives the most transparent description on the correlated driving and dissipation dynamics, with the lowest-order of system-bath coupling being treated properly in both the dynamic evolution and the initial equilibrium state distribution. Apparently, this correlated dynamics is also included in HEOM, at any level of truncation, and in the modified Redfield approximation. The latter was developed by Mukamel and co-workers 51, 52 on the basis of the cumulant expansion of nonlinear optical response functions, where the system-bath coupling is treated nonperturbatively.
It is also noticed that the exact HEOM method has become popular recently in the studies of photosynthetic systems. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] The proposed mixed Heisenberg-Schrödinger picture scheme has greatly improved the efficiency of HEOM evaluations on 2D spectroscopy. This advanced numerical technique is rather general and applicable to any dynamics implementation on nonlinear response functions. The resulting CPU times on individual sample calculations in Fig. 3 are (in minute) 0.4 ∼ 0.8 for CODDE, 4 ∼ 13 for HEOM-2, and 22 ∼ 76 for HEOM-4, respectively, on a single Intel(R) Xeon(R) processor X5660 @2.80 GHz. Highlighted here is that, with about the same level of accuracy, CODDE is about 10 times more efficient than HEOM-2, and both are applicable at moderate non-Markovianicity or dynamical inhomogeneity (α 1); see Sec. IV D. The above observation suggests the importance of HEOM truncation scheme and further the possibility of developing the CODDE-like hierarchy termination for challenging cases such as the 2D spectroscopy evaluation at 298 K as studied here. It is anticipated that the aforementioned advancement also facilitates more realistic simulations, taking such as the coherent vibrational motion into account.
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APPENDIX A: THE CODDE FORMALISM: DERIVATION
This Appendix contains a brief derivation of the CODDE formalism. Let us start with the conventional time-local quantum master equatioṅ
The involving time-local dissipation superoperator, R(t), is given via
with
Here, G(t, τ ) is the dissipation-free but field-dressed Liouville-space propagator, satisfying the Liouville-von Neumann equation, ∂ t G(t, τ ) = −iL(t)G(t, τ ). To investigate the correlated driving-dissipation effects involved here, we make use of the identity L(t) = L s + L sf (t) and the Dyson equation
Thus, Eq. (A3) becomes
In writing this equation, we have used the identity of 
(A6) For bookkeeping below, we introduce the operator
which leads to Eq. (A5) the compact form of
To obtain the CODDE formalism, we exploit the following second-order expression:
Apparently, it can be recast as
Equations (A6)-(A9) lead to the CODDE formalism the integro-differential expression oḟ
To convert Eq. (A10) into a set of coupled equations, an exponential expansion of bath correlation function will be needed. To proceed, let us recast Eq. (A10) aṡ
Introduced here is
The second identity is obtained by using the exponential expansion of the bath correlation function as Eq. (2) . It leads to the involving ρ k (t) the expression of
with (noting that G s (t) = e −iL s t ),
The time derivative on Eq. (A14) results iṅ
Denote ρ 
APPENDIX B: THE HEOM FORMALISM
In this work, we choose the exact HEOM approach as the reference to calibrate the second-order evaluations of both Redfield theory and CODDE. The explicit HEOM construction is dependent on the expansion scheme of C(t). In accordance with the CODDE evaluations, we also adopt the form of Eq. (2). The resulting HEOM formalism in the Schrödinger picture reads 38, 53 
The ADO's labeling index consists of a set of non-negative integers, i.e., n ≡ {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n N }, specifying that ρ n ≡ ρ n 0 ,n 1 ,...,n N is of the leading orders of {n k ≥ 0} in the individual exponent terms in the bath correlation function of Eq. (2). The effect of the white-noise residue in Eq. (2) on ρ n is described by the N -term of Eq. (B1). Let n = n 0 + n 1 + · · · + n N and call ρ n an nth-tier ADO. The zeroth-tier ADO is just the reduced system density operator, i.e., ρ n=0 ≡ ρ(t). The associated ADO's index n ± k in the last two terms of Eq. (B1) differs from n only by changing the specified n k to n k ± 1. Thus, the last two terms of Eq. (B1) specify how an nthtier ADO depends on its associated (n − 1)th-and (n + 1)thtier ADOs, respectively. In practice, HEOM is evaluated at a certain truncation tier level n trun , which is done in this work by setting all higher-tier ADOs, ρ n | n>n trun = 0. The resulting dynamics treats the system-bath coupling nonperturbatively to the (2n trun )th-order level, as the higher order contributions are partially included in certain resum manner. 19 Similar to Sec. II B 2, we define the HEOM space by recasting Eq. (B1) in a matrix-vector form, ρ(t) = −i L(t)ρ(t), with the HEOM-space state vector ρ ≡ {ρ n=0 ; ρ n =0 } ≡ {ρ; ρ n =0 } consisting of all ADOs here. The HEOM generator L(t) can also be separated into the fieldfree L s and field-dressed L sf (t) components. The latter is diagonal in the HEOM space, having the form of L sf (t) = −D · I in (t), as inferred from Eq. 
The resulting ρ(0) = → Dρ or ← Dρ serves as the initial doorway state for the subsequent field-free propagation, ρ(t) = G s (t)ρ(0) orρ(t) = −i L s ρ(t).
In contact with the expectation value of an arbitrary dynamical variableÂ in the reduced system space, A = tr(Âρ) ≡ Â |ρ = A|ρ , we define the corresponding HEOM-space inner product as A|ρ ≡ all n Â n |ρ n [cf. Eq. (11)]. Here, A = {Â n=0 ;Â n =0 }, arranged in a row vector, denotes the HEOM-space extension of the system dynamics operatorÂ. Implied here, in particular, is also the initial conditions ofÂ n=0 (t = 0) ≡Â andÂ n =0 (t = 0) ≡ 0, for the Heisenberg picture of HEOM-space dynamics to be specified as follows. To that end, let us write down explicitly the key ingredients in the matrix- , with the dummy sum over k-index being implied in the last two terms. Therefore, the HEOM formalism in the Heisenberg picture reads explicitly as 45 A n (t) = −Â n (t) iL s + 
Together with the initial conditions ofÂ n=0 (0) =Â and A n =0 (0) = 0, the above equation determines the HEOM evolution of A(t) = A(0) G s (t) = A(0) exp(−i L s t) for an arbitrary system dynamical variableÂ. Note that the auxiliary operators in either Eq. (B1) or Eq. (B4) are all scaled properly to support the efficient HEOM evaluation via the on-the-fly filtering algorithm. 53 The filtering error tolerance of 2 × 10 −5 is found to be sufficient for numerically exact HEOM dynamics in both the Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures.
